
Embark on a journey into the heart of theatrical and event lighting with this introductory course on lighting
console operation. Tailored for beginners, this course offers a step-by-step exploration of the console, ensuring
that every participant gains a strong foundational understanding to operate and manage any lighting situation
with confidence.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Dive into advanced audio techniques and gain
expertise in intricate audio controls, ensuring top-tier
sound quality and precision.

Beyond the Basics: 
Advanced Topics in Audio

Courses

Our professional training programs are designed to empower school staff
members at every level of experience, from total beginners to seasoned
tech professionals. Led by industry experts, these courses offer a golden
opportunity for personal and professional growth. 

Professional Training for Staff

Tailored for beginners, this course provides a step-by-
step exploration of console operation, building a strong
foundation for confident lighting management

Mastering the Basics: 
Lighting Console Operation 101

This foundational course covers lighting instruments
and plot interpretation, offering a comprehensive
introduction for mastering performance lighting
essentials.

Mastering the Basics: 
Auditorium & Stage Lighting Essentials

This course provides a foundational understanding of
lighting packages. Gain essential knowledge and
practical skills for effective use of lighting equipment in
various settings.

Mastering the Basics: 
Lighting Package

This course delves into advanced stage lighting
techniques, focusing on intricate programming,
nuanced control, and creative lighting design, offering
a deeper understanding for those with prior
experience in lighting operations.

Beyond the Basics: 
Advanced Topics in Stage Lighting

Gain fundamental audio knowledge and hands-on
experience in console operation for confident sound
management.

Mastering the Basics: 
Audio Essentials & Console Operation

Unleash the potential of live performance and video
integration for an immersive theatrical experience.
Explore the creative and technical aspects of blending
live action with visual media.

Integrating Visuals: Mastering
Video in Stage Productions

Safety is paramount in successful productions. This
course covers rigging and electrical safety, equipping
participants with essential knowledge and skills for a
secure stage environment.

Stage Safety Essentials

Unveil your school's cutting-edge technology system,
mastering advanced lighting, audio, visual, and
integrated controls for professional-grade productions
and events.

New System 
Comprehensive Training

Get an annual update on system changes and
enhancements.

Annual System Refresher

Seamlessly integrate technical skills into your teaching
curriculum.

Curriculum Support

Tailor your training to suit your specific needs and
goals.

Combined and Custom
Programming
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